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 Vocabulary 

1. Which of the below does NOT belong to Qualities of employers? 

A Communication skill B dream C Teamwork skill  D Computer skill 

 

2.   What is the correct sound of (ing) in reading? 
A / m / B / n / C / ᵑ / D / ᶴ  / 

 
3. This ice cream has an unusual flavor.      Flavor affects the sense of…… 

A taste B hear C feel D sight  

 
4.  Salim went to school and was going to be an artist, but he ended up as a sculpture. 

A No other choice  B Not reach C Not doing D Not decide  

 
5.  ………………. = used to give an opinion that an event was positive 

A unluckily B regrettably C unfortunately D luckily 

 

 

Match:-     

               [  blueprints -  archaeological  - sculptor- microscope  - animation designer  ]                                                                                                                         

 

 

-: Match 

1. day after day, day in and day out … to convince to do something different 

2. talk someone out of it … Very board 

3. bored to death … Same pattern 

4. career … CV 

5.  Resume … decrease 

6. expand ≠ … job 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       ……………..  …………………..  ………………….     ………………….      ………………….          
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 Grammar 

1. They ………………… 10 pages  

 

2.  How many times ……………. she cooked the dinner? 

 

 3. He ………………… a book for two hours. 

 
4.  I have been swimming ………….. 10:00 AM 

 

5.  How long have they……………….. ?   

 

6.  I am good at ………... computers. 

 

7.  She …………….. an apple. 

 

8. The man …………….  was talking to my father was friendly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A has write B have write C have written  D have been 

A has B did C is D have 

A have reading B has been reading C have read D have been 

A for B yet C for D since 

A   been B been work C been working D work 

A using B used  C use D  be use 

A don’t  eat B doesn’t  eat C eat D do eats 

A      where B who C      which  D  when 
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WRITE the number next to the correct jobs:                      teacher      hairdresser                    

                                                           IT worker                    banker                    florist    nurse 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The best jobs 

If you want to be healthy, one 
thing you need to do is choose 
a job that you love. After all, 
people spend a lot of their time 
working. But who are the 
happiest workers? Over  

interviewed, 2000 workers 
were and here are the results. 

 

If you work with plants, you will 
be happy-87% of people who 
work in gardens or with flowers 
love their careers. Florists - 
people who sell flowers are at 
the top. Florists don't earn a lot 
of money,but they see beautiful 
things every day and meet a lot 
of people. Also, they can quickly 
see if they are successful. It's  
easy. If they have healthy 
flowers around them and happy 
customers, then they will know 
they have done a good job. 
  

 
This might be the most 
important thing of all, and 
might explain why 79% of 
hairdressers also feel happy 
with their lives. They know 
if they've done a good job or 
not as soon as they have 
finished cutting someone's 
hair. However, only 62% of 
nurses, and 59% of teachers 
say that they are happy. 
Although they work hard to 
make other people better, the 
results of this work are not 
seen so quickly. Or, they may 
never be seen. allows me to 
travel often 

 
Another important thing is who 
you work for. Many florists or 
hairdressers are self-employed 

- meaning that they have their 
own company. Because of this, 

 

they don't have to worry 
about making their boss 
happy, or being promoted. 
Research shows that over 90% 
of self-employed people are 
happy because they are able 
to control their own day, but 
only 54% of people who work 
for someone else are happy. 

 
Money doesn't always make 
you happy, of course Research 

shows that people with a pay 
of more than £60,000 a year 
are the unhappiest. Near the 
bottom of the list are IT 
workers. Despite their large 
salaries, only 48% love their 
jobs. Then, we have bankers - 
only 44% enjoy what they do. 
It seems that choosing a job 
because of what you might 
earn isn't always a good idea. 
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IT comes from Information 

Technology (computer) 

MARK these sentence (T) for true And (F) for False 

1. Florists are happy, but it`s not a job for people who want to be rich. … 

2. People are happier when they can see if they have been successful or not.  … 

3. Nurses and teachers always know if they have done a good job. … 

4. People who work for a company are happier than self-employed workers. … 

5. The unhappiest people are IT workers. … 

 

 1 happy teacher           the percentages to information MATCHthe article and  READ 
 2 happy hairdressers                 3 happy bankers                4 happy florists              5 happy nurses 

6 happy IT workers                  7 self-employed people                                                          
                                                 8 people who work for somebody            

 

59% 
                        

            
      

44%        48% 
54%        59% 
62%        79% 
87%       90%  

 


